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Obtaining Documentation and Submitting a Service Request
For information on obtaining documentation, using the Cisco Bug Search Tool (BST), submitting a service
request, and gathering additional information, see What's New in Cisco Product Documentation.

To receive new and revised Cisco technical content directly to your desktop, you can subscribe to the What's
New in Cisco Product Documentation RSS feed. RSS feeds are a free service.

Introduction
Cisco Prime Home is a Customer Premises Equipment (CPE) Auto Configuration Server (ACS) monitoring
system that enables Service Providers to manage the devices on their networks in both real time, for problem
solving, and off line for Prime Home ongoing engineering activities. It supplies support personnel with the
data and tools necessary to quickly identify and resolve problems remotely and provides a real-time, detailed
view of the entire CPE population for operations staff.

You can access the most current Prime Home documentation, including these release notes, online hereNote

New Features
The following topics describe the new features and enhancements introduced in this Prime Home software
release:

Audit Log Portlet Enhancements

The Audit Log portlet now logs two types of actions:

• Device: actions performed on a device by a specific user (new for 6.5)

• Operations: actions performed on ACS-defined entities, not specifically on a device

The information here can be exported in a csv file format and used for further analysis.

Prime Home UI Column Visibility

The ability to choose which information can be displayed has been added in all the portlets that have tables
with columns. This feature can be accessed by right-clicking on any of the columns in the table and selecting
or unselecting the columns that you want to appear in the GUI. An option to restore to the default column
display is also available.
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Device Profile UI Enhancements

In the System > Device Profile > Overview tab, it is now possible to change the parent node using the new
Inheritance from editable field. In addition, you can also now add metadata to Device Profiles here.

In the Device Profile > Parameters tab, several new actions have been added for easier group configuration
purposes. These include the ability to add or delete parameters, and change inheritance rules for multiple
parameters at once.

You can now export just the parent Device Profile without any of its "children" or dependents.

Discovery Settings Portlet

A new Discovery Settings portlet has been added to the Prime Home portal. This portlet helps with device
troubleshooting by displaying information from the Database.

Discovery settings at bootstrap typically involves displaying the white listed parameters that were applied to
the device. The transient (or temporary white list) parameters are also displayed here. The black list parameters
- if you choose to work with them - can also be displayed. This portlet allows you to add new parameters -
which will be synchronized with the device when next online.

The discovery settings parameters can be exported to a json file.

DVR Enhancements

For Prime Home devices that support Infinite Home, the CSR can now view a list of programs that the
subscriber has ordered via a new Bookings tab. The CSR also has the ability to delete recordings (both
successful and failed) as well as the bookings from this portlet.

These enhancements enable the CSR to manage DVR information better.

Export Feature Added

The ability to export information has been added to the following places:

• Device View > Parameters. Exports the data model of the device (the parameter names, values and
attributes) to a csv file.

• Activity Log. Exports list of events.

• RF Tuning. Export RF tuning tuners-in-use history for devices that support Infinite Home

Export Files Enhancement

Exported text files in Json format now contain the following Metadata fields:

• Build ID

• Build Tag

• Build Number

• Export Time
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Device Management Columns Export Enhancement

An additional feature has been added to the Device Management screen where choosing the columns you
want to display and clicking on the Export option exports ONLY those selected columns. This is the only
screen in the Prime Home Portal where column visibility directly affects the Exported files.

Household Management

With this release, a new Household Management portlet has been added to the Prime Home portal. This
provides the CSRwith the ability to see a list of registered households. Here you can view and edit households
within the system. For each household there is a household ID, first and last name and an email address. There
is also a search option available in this portlet to enable you to find the required household easily.

Clicking on a specific Household ID opens up the Household View screen under the Device View tab. In
addition to the familiar Household View and Alerts portlets, a new portlet - Household Properties - appears
on the right.

The Household Properties screen also contains editable fields for first and last name and an email address, as
well as the option to associate the required devices to the household. A Metadata section gives you the option
of adding a key and its value for the household. For example, phone number. For further information on
associating devices to a household, please refer to the Prime Home User Guide.

Performance Enhancements

Major improvements and refactoring have been carried out on the internal CWMP engine, including reduction
in database queries using in-memory data and dedication in CPE handling per node in the cluster, as well as
reduction in Prime Home internal network traffic using activemq.

Port Forwarding Enhancement

When creating a port forwarding rule using pre-defined services with multiple rules, the CSR can now select
the destination port of each rule separately.

Device Profile Maintenance

The Device Profiles configuration can now be configured and maintained separately from the Prime Home
core product. This improves maintenance and allows for greater flexibility with customization of device
profiles. Prime Home now auto-imports the Device Profiles from a local folder upon start up. For more
information, please refer to the Prime Home Operations and Maintenance Guide 6.5.

Quick Actions Management portlet

With this release, the ability to customize the Quick Actions displayed in the GUI is offered to the Systems
user. A newQuick ActionsManagement portlet has been added to the Systems tab. It allows the Cisco internal
user to group system Quick Actions, export/import, change the display order and ability to set permissions
(which roles can access each action).More details are available in the PrimeHomeOperations andMaintenance
Guide 6.5.
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RF Tuning Enhancement

Several enhancements have been added to the RF Tuning portlet.

• BER (Bit Error Rate) is no longer displayed as a single number, but is now displayed as a "scientific
notation". So for example, instead of displaying the BER as 0.0000000056, it is now displayed as 5.6 x
10 -9.

• BER that are above or below the normal threshold will be displayed in red.

• Frequency Scan now produces two graphs: Signal Level and Signal Quality. (Not that the Signal Level
bar will be displayed in red if there are problems.)

• Single Frequency scan has been added which gives you the ability to enter a specific frequency and scan
that only.

Installation Redesigned

The installation process has been redesigned to provide a smoother installation experience. Instead of using
the PrimeHome.conf file to configure all changes and having to reapply on all the servers, Prime Home now
uses a cluster of Consul servers. Both initial configuration and future changes are made easier by inputting
the information into one Consul server and having it automatically pushed out to all the servers. In addition,
you can add more devices and servers on the fly thereby providing an eminently scalable solution.

The PrimeHome.conf file can also be used to support backwards compatibility.

Full details can be found in the Prime Home Installation Guide 6.5.

Sessions Trace

A new Sessions Trace portlet has been added to the Device View tab. This enables the CSR to track all
communication between the specified device and Prime Home. The CSRmanually stops and starts this action
and can choose to monitor the sessions for one or more hours. The Session messages can be exported and
analyzed in a separate window.

Software Modules AutoStart

Prime Home now enables software modules to automatically start when installed onto a device. The operations
user can control this ability via a new AutoStart checkbox in the Software Module portlet.

In addition, the Software Module AutoStart appears as a capability (where supported) in the Device Profile
> Capabilities tab.

Voice Configuration Portlet

A new Voice Configuration portlet has been added to Prime Home for devices that support VoiP and SIP
signaling. It allows the CSR to see and edit voice line configuration settings.

XMPP Performance Enhancements

The CMHS has been enhanced with minor defect fixing and upgrading to Azulu JVM.
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JMX KPIs added

CMHS is using the JVM G1 garbage collector and its heap usage and number of collection events can be
monitored.

Nginx based device affinity to CLs

In 6.5, the nginx co-deployed on the Connection Layer server now support ACS Affinity for optimized
communication between Prime Home services. A TR-069 device will be given affinity to a single Prime Home
Connection Layer ACS. Repeated CWMP Session connection from the same TR-069 device will be directed
internally to the appropriate CL.

NBI Updates and Limitations

The following commands have missing fields:

• GET 'upnp_igd' by NBI- missing 'rulesAutoCleanEnable' field (Backward Compatibility)

• GET 'aggregate' by NBI- Missing 'dhcpServer- enable' field (Backward Compatibility)

• GET 'lancons' by NBI- Missing 'dhcpServer- enable' field (Backward Compatibility)

Updates from previous versions:

• /panorama-ui/nbi/netmap/v1.1/device/{deviceId}/file was removed:
file resource was deprecated since 6.4.1 and is replaced by /netmap/v1.1/device/{deviceId}/fileDownload

• New query parameter "needPreviousValues" added to
/netmap/v1.1/device/{deviceId}/parameters/{params}

Note this change breaks backward compatibility. In prior versions this operation returned the previous
values of the specified parameters. To improve the performance of the lookup the behavior has been
changed in 6.5 to not return the previous values unless the query parameter "needPreviousValues" is set
to true.

Related Documentation
• Cisco Prime Home User Guide 6.5

• Cisco Prime Home Installation Guide 6.5

• Cisco Prime Home Operation and Maintenance Guide 6.5

• Cisco Prime Home Developers Guide 6.5

Important Notes
This section provides important information you should be aware of before using Prime Home.

Prime Home is best viewed in the following browsers: Internet Explorer 10 and 11, Google Chrome
(43.0.2357.124 and higher), Firefox (37 and higher). A minimum resolution of 1200 x 1024 is recommended.
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Please make sure that popup or ad blockers are disabled so that they do not interfere with the proper loading
of Prime Home pages.

The Health Check URL has changed for Software Release 6.5 and onwards. The new address is now
http://serverip/dps/hc. Please note that the old hc URL will be kept for backwards compatibility for this
release only. Customers are advised to make the changes to the url address as soon as possible.

Prime Home Bugs

Before You Begin

Make sure you have a Cisco.com username and password, you can register for them here

Step 1 Access the Bug Search tool.
Step 2 At the Log In screen, enter your registered Cisco.com username and password; then, click Log In. The Bug Search page

opens
Step 3 If you know the bug ID, simply enter it in the Search For field and hit Return
Step 4 To see fixed bugs for this Release, click here .
Step 5 To search for all bugs (affected and fixed) in the current release:

a) Enter Cisco Prime Home in the Product field.
b) Enter 6.5(0) in the Releases field
c) When the search results are displayed, use the filter and sort tools to find the types of bugs you are looking for. You

can search for bugs by severity, by status, how recently they were modified, according to the number of support cases
associated with them, and so forth.

Accessibility Features in Prime Home
All product documents are accessible except for images, graphics and some charts. If you would like to receive
the product documentation in audio format, braille, or large print, contact accessibility@cisco.com.
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